The Kabola KB Series Ecoline are a range of fully automatic, soot-free, oil-fired 8-100 kW heating systems. KB Ecoline system can be supplied as central heating as calorifier and as combi.

The highly efficient blue flame technology ensures that there is no soot emission, less fuel consumption and a lower power consumption. The KB Series can be coupled to the central heating, hot air, floor heating and even an air conditioning system. It is a low maintenance system, thanks to its soot-free operation.

Up to 30% less energy consumption.
Up to 15% fuel savings.
94% efficiency.
100% soot-free.
Environmentally friendly.
Less noise.
Large capacity, but small installation size!
TÜV certified **

Your investment will pay itself back in 3 years!

In order to compose an optimum heating system with accompanying central heating boiler, it is important to calculate the exact capacity. The capacity is determined by the volume of the rooms on board, the ship's insulation values and the user's requirements. The sailing season and the area where the ship will sail are also very important. Make sure you are properly advised by a Kabola specialist!

For more information:
Tel: +31(0)347 320 030
info@kabola.nl
www.kabola.nl

**dimensions include the assembly of central heating pump and oil burner.
**KB80 and KB100 don’t have a TÜV certificate, due to low production amounts.